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scottish gypsy and traveller groups wikipedia - scottish travellers or the people in scotland loosely termed gypsies or
travellers consist of a number of diverse unrelated communities that speak a variety of different languages and dialects that
pertain to distinct customs histories and traditions there are four distinct communities that identify themselves as gypsies
travellers in scotland indigenous highland travellers romani, fauna of scotland wikipedia - the fauna of scotland is
generally typical of the northwest european part of the palearctic ecozone although several of the country s larger mammals
were hunted to extinction in historic times and human activity has also led to various species of wildlife being introduced
scotland s diverse temperate environments support 62 species of wild mammals including a population of wild cats, links to
organisations relating to bushy park and hampton - on sunday 14th august there will be a full practice run of the olympic
cycle road race it will leave the mall and will go through bushy park from the teddington gate to the hampton court gate, full
text of new internet archive - search the history of over 351 billion web pages on the internet
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